
TrustBox Mute 
Quickstart guide

Contents of the box: 



Unpack 



Turn on 



Open 



Place phone 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1x TrustBox Mute

1x USB C to C cable

 Remove the TrustBox Mute from its packaging

 Turn on theTrustBox Mute by switching the 

switch (2) to its “ON” positio

 For first-time use charge the TrustBox Mute to 

full using the included C to C USB cable. Once 

fully charged 3 leds (3,4,5) will be lit

 Open the TrustBox Mute by releasing the clasp  

on the right hand side and opening the lid

 Place your mobile phone into the TrustBox Mute
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Verify settings 

 



Advanced use: power management 

 Advanced use: control explanation 



Close the box and enjoy privacy 
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 Check if the TrustBox Mute is switched on (2)  

and the volume is on the appropriate level (6

 Led (6) color indicates one of 6 generated  

noise levels: 

2x  - Normal noise levels;  

2x  - High noise levels;  

2x  - Extra high noise levels

    

Blue

Green

Red

 When not using the TrustBox Mute we advise 

putting it into“travel mode” by pushing the 

volume button down “-” (8) for 3seconds until 

you hear 2 beeps. Then close the Box, after 

openingit will turn itself on agai

 When storing the TrustBox Mute for longer time 

charge the TrustBox Mute to full and switch the 

on/off button (2) to off

 QI (only available at 5V 3A)

 On/Off switch

 Battery level LED 1 (more than 80%)

 Battery level LED 2 (more than 20%)

 Battery level LED 3 (less than 20%

 Volume level LED/QI Charging indicator

 Speaker 

 Volume controls +/- 

 Firmly close the TrustBox Mute by using the 

clasp on the right-hand side. An audible click 

confirms proper closin

 Speak without the possibility of eavesdropping
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Troubleshooting: 


For additional questions visit: 


scalys.com/tbmutefaq

Scalys B.V.  

A: Amarilstraat 14, 7554TV Hengelo  

T: +31 (0)74 2555 712
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https://scalys.com/tbmutefaq

